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Abstract
Background: Cognitive impairment is an important comorbidity for people aging with HIV, yet we lack
non-medical techniques to address the associated anxiety and stress. Combination psychosocial
interventions may have better outcomes than single technique approaches. Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction (MBSR) and tablet-based Brain Training Activities (BTA) are promising techniques. Using
community-based participatory research, our objective was to determine the feasibility and acceptability
of group therapy for HIV, aging, and cognition.

Methods: A pilot, parallel design, two-arm RCT recruited from a Toronto neurobehavioural research unit.
Eligibility criteria included: diagnoses with mild-to-moderate HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder
(HAND), age ≥ 40 years, HIV-positive for 5+ years, and English �uency. Randomization was 1:1 concealed
allocation to Cognitive Remediation Group Therapy (Experimental; combination of BTA and MBSR) or
Mutual Aid Group Therapy (Control). Primary outcomes were feasibility, measured by recruitment and
completion, and acceptability, determined by a satisfaction questionnaire. The secondary outcome was
intervention �delity, assessed via facilitator session reports. Exploratory outcomes were anxiety, stress,
coping, and use of mindfulness and brain training activities. Facilitators and analysts were blinded,
however participants were not.

Results: From 1 April 2018 to 19 March 2019, forty eligible participants were contacted, 12 randomized,
and 10 completed the study and were analyzed for outcomes. The trial met its a priori feasibility targets
with 30% recruited and 25% completed. At post-intervention, acceptability was 90% in the novel and 85%
in the control arm. Assessors con�rmed intervention delivery with satisfactory �delity, with no missing
components or signi�cant deviations. Anxiety decreased for all in the novel arm and half of the control.
Stress decreased and coping increased for half in both arms. All participants increased and sustained
BTA use and half with mindfulness activities. There were no reported study harms.

Conclusions: Although the combination of BTA and MBSR proved equal or slightly better to mutual aid
therapy on all outcomes, recruitment of people with a formal HAND diagnosis from a single site was
challenging. We recommend that future exploration of these techniques broaden to those aging with HIV
with cognitive challenges regardless of a formal HAND diagnosis.

Trial registration: clinicaltrials.gov, NCT03483740. Registered 30 March 2018,
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03483740

Background
Aging with HIV has become a priority area of focus as the epidemic enters its �fth decade. In some
countries, such as Canada and the United States, approximately half of the population living with HIV is
now over �fty1,2. Longevity for people living with HIV, which now is comparable to the general population,
is due to early initiation of and consistent adherence to combination antiretroviral therapy (cART)3,4.
However, aging comorbidities may present at an earlier age and in greater frequency amongst HIV-
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positive people compared to their seronegative peers4,5,6. Amongst these comorbidities (e.g., frailty,
depression, cancer), HIV-related cognitive impairment’s prevalence of approximately 50% is among the
most common7,8. This may be a result of HIV entering the nervous system in a relatively short timespan;
in one study of 96 HIV-positive people, HIV entered the nervous system at a median 77 days following
infection9. With the delay between transmission and diagnosis, the brain is exposed to potential
impairment as a result of HIV replication and damage before treatment can adequately suppress the
virus10.

Cognitive impairment in people living with HIV has been predominantly classi�ed as HIV-associated
neurocognitive disorder (HAND)10. HAND is thought to result from structural damage to fronto-striatial-
thalamatory circuits in the brain, where viral penetration prevents these neural pathways from effectively
mediating cognitive, motor, and behavioural function7-14. Severe forms of HAND have sharply decreased
in the era of modern cART, however the milder forms persist and may be increasing in prevalence as the
HIV-positive population ages into their geriatric years12. A longitudinal study of 1,306 men living with HIV
in the United States found a direct link between changes in cognition and changes in health-related
quality of life, as HIV-related cognitive impairment can be a signi�cant source of stress and anxiety and
can be di�cult to cope with on a daily basis15. Biomedical interventions have as yet been unsuccessful in
preventing or reversing the prevalence and severity of mild-to-moderate HAND10,16. In the absence of and
even alongside an eventual pharmacological remedy, psychosocial approaches are needed to improve
coping with HAND’s symptoms17. Although existing research has illuminated unique cognitive challenges
amongst people aging with HIV18, such as a higher prevalence of cognitive impairment at an earlier age19

than the general population and dual stigma associated with HIV and cognitive challenges20,
psychosocial interventions have not yet been well tested for people aging with HIV and the optimal
approach is unknown21.

A scoping review of non-pharmacological dementia interventions for people with mild cognitive
impairment found that most interventions focused on cognitive training (i.e., Brain Training Activities, or
BTA)22. BTA is comprised of games and activities that can be delivered via computer, tablet, or with pen
and paper23. These activities focus on a speci�c cognitive domain (such as speed of processing) or
cognition more broadly, based on an assessment of each individual’s de�cits23-25. The activities, when
practised for 1-3 hours per week for 6-10 weeks, have been shown to improve self-reported outcomes of
coping and ability in the cognitive domains that the games are targeted towards24,25.

Psychosocial interventions have also been trialed for people with mild-to-moderate dementia, with
mindfulness approaches among the most frequently used modalities26,. Group therapies are particularly
recommended due to their inherent ability to foster social connection27. Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction (MBSR) groups may be the preferential mindfulness approach for cognitive impairment due to
its ability to reduce anxiety and cultivate calmness28. The MBSR curriculum of eight weekly 1.5-2 hour
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sessions, which teaches meditation, breathing, and grounding techniques29, has been found to create
lasting practices for emotional regulation in participants following the intervention’s conclusion30.

Combination approaches, blending intervention models, may be better suited to the complexity of HIV-
associated health problems than a single technique approach31. Given BTA’s and MBSR’s promising
results with the general population living with dementia, this study combined these interventions into
cognitive remediation group therapy (CRGT). CRGT was tested against mutual aid group therapy, widely
considered the most recognizable form of group support and widely practiced in HIV and dementia27,31.
These groups use the single technique of talk therapy whereby one or two facilitators – often social
workers – help the group maintain respect, stay on topic, and explicate connection and shared experience
between group members27. CRGT was tested against mutual aid in a pilot randomized, controlled trial for
people aging with HAND to assess feasibility, acceptability, intervention �delity, and exploratory
outcomes.

Objective

This pilot trial’s objective was to assess and compare the feasibility, acceptability, intervention �delity,
and exploratory outcomes (stress, anxiety, coping, use of mindfulness and brain training activities) of the
novel and control arms, to determine if and how a study of this nature could be expanded in a larger trial.

Methods
Trial design

This was a pilot, parallel design, two-arm RCT that recruited people aging with HIV who had been
diagnosed with mild-to-moderate HAND from a neurobehavioural research centre at a tertiary care
hospital in Toronto, Canada. This trial was designed using a re�nement framework32 to assess whether a
trial of this nature could be upscaled and, if so, what the key considerations (i.e., participants, design,
interventions, outcomes) would be for that larger study. Community-based participatory research guided
this trial’s design as a team of ten people aging with HIV and concerned about HAND were consulted in
intervention selection, questionnaire design, and eligibility and recruitment considerations. Further, people
aging with HIV were staff facilitators on both intervention arms. The study protocol has been published
elsewhere33. No changes were made from protocol to completion.

Participants

People living with HIV were eligible to participate in this study if they were at least forty years of age, had
a documented diagnosis of mild-to-moderate HAND from the recruiting neurobehavioural clinic, had last
clinic visit after 1 January 2016, had been living with HIV for �ve years or more, consented to be
contacted by the recruiting clinic for further research, and could commit to eight weekly sessions of group
therapy in downtown Toronto. Participants were excluded from participation if their HAND diagnosis was
asymptomatic or severe, if they had been admitted to a hospital in the past month, if they were unable to
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communicate in English, if they were unable to use a tablet for brain training activities, or if the research
coordinator assessed that they would be disruptive in group therapy (e.g., if they made discriminatory
comments). These criteria were set to precipitate a comfortable group atmosphere where participants
may share a similar level of cognitive impairment while having progressed past the initial concerns of a
recent HIV diagnosis.

Interventions

The novel and control arms both contained a form of group therapy that was comprised of a 3-hour
orientation session and eight 3-hour weekly group sessions in downtown Toronto, Canada.

Cognitive remediation group therapy (novel arm)

The novel arm of cognitive remediation group therapy (CRGT) was held at the Centre for Mindfulness
Studies in Toronto and blended mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) and brain training activities
(BTA). Each weekly session was divided as two hours of manualized MBSR facilitated by a physician and
a social worker followed by one hour of BTA facilitated by a peer aging with HIV. For the BTA component,
participants were provided with access to a Samsung tablet and a 1-year license to BrainHQ training by
PositScience. As BTA has predominantly been administered as a passive, individual exercise where a
participant is given the software and written instructions for use with minimal follow-up25, a participatory
approach was required to incorporate BTA into active group therapy. The BTA facilitator sought
participant feedback on how to structure this component of CRGT; the decision was to have forty minutes
of group discussion on training progress and challenges with twenty minutes dedicated to individual
practice and troubleshooting of software features.

Mutual aid group therapy (control arm)

The control arm of mutual aid group therapy was held at the AIDS Committee of Toronto and was
facilitated by a social worker and a peer aging with HIV. The facilitators followed the intervention’s
manual33 of maintaining safety in the group while encouraging participants to share their experiences
living with HIV-related cognitive impairment and associated coping strategies with one another.
Facilitators of this model attempt to create connections between participants by identifying
commonalities in their experiences with the aim of creating a community of people within the group that
can support one another through shared challenges.

Outcomes

Feasibility was assessed against a priori targets that the research team agreed would be necessary to
proceed with a larger trial, based on relevant literature34,35 and the team’s experience with piloting and
implementing interventions of this nature36,37. The targets, based on a sampling frame of forty people,
were: 30%  of those contacted agreed to participate, 25% completed the initial assessment, 20% attended
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the �rst orientation session of their treatment arm, 16% completed their entire arm’s group series the �nal
3-month follow-up assessment.

Acceptability was measured via a satisfaction questionnaire conducted at the midpoint and endpoint of
each arm’s group therapy series. The questionnaire consisted of the Likert-style Helping Characteristics of
Self-Help and Support Groups Measure38 (22-items, α = 0.87) and open-ended questions about session
length, number of sessions, activities used, and evaluation of facilitators that the researchers have used
in previous pilot intervention studies.

For intervention �delity, facilitators of both trial arms submitted weekly session reports that were
comprised of checklists of therapy components and open-ended questions about activities completed in
each group, dynamics between participants, and challenges of facilitation. An a priori target of a
minimum of 80% of checklist therapy components per session was set, based on prior �delity research39.

Exploratory outcomes of stress, anxiety, coping, use of mindfulness strategies, and use of brain training
activities were assessed at three times: preintervention, postintervention, and 3-month follow-up.
Standardized measures used were: HIV/AIDS Stress Scale40 (29-items, Likert, α =0.91), Anxiety in
Cognitive Impairment and Dementia Scale41 (26-items, dyadic, α =0.87), Coping Self-E�cacy Scale of
Health Problems42 (10-items, Likert, α =0.85, and the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire–Short Form43

(24-items, α =0.80).

Sample size

Twelve to sixteen participants was chosen as the numbers necessary to initiate this pilot RCT as: a) that
would permit six to eight people in each trial arm, which is ideal for group therapy of this nature44; and b)
similar numbers have been used to assess other pilot group therapy studies31,37.

Randomization

A research coordinator enrolled participants by con�rming their eligibility, attaining their informed
consent, and collecting their availability for group therapy. Concealed allocation was then employed,
whereby the �rst author provided the study sponsor with unique identi�ers for each enrolled person and
the sponsor then randomized participants in a 1:1 fashion using size two blocks to either the novel or
control arm. These results were then communicated individually to each participant, alongside details
regarding the schedule of their group therapy series.

Blinding

Intervention facilitators were blind to outcome assessments, which were conducted by a research
coordinator. Participants in one arm were blind to participants in the other arm. Analysts were blind to
participant identities. Participants were not blinded regarding the content of each arm, as the research
coordinator discussed the two arms that participants could be assigned to when attaining their informed
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consent. The similarity of interventions – that they were both group therapies with one more focused on
discussion (control) and the other on mindfulness and brain training (novel) – was described.

Data Analysis

For feasibility, proportions of participant recruitment, enrolment, and completion were calculated.
Acceptability was analyzed through a spaghetti plot showing individual results of the satisfaction
measure and reasons for participant withdrawal were also described. Fidelity was analyzed by tabulating
intervention checklist items and qualitatively by two independent coders trained in the intervention
models who employed content analysis for the open-ended responses to determine if interventions were
delivered as designed. Exploratory outcomes were also analyzed through spaghetti plots show individual
progress on these assessments, complemented by non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum tests run in R 3.5.1
(Feather Spray) to determine if there was a signi�cant between group difference for change in outcomes
relative to preintervention. As the team could not �nd a standardized scale to assess BTA use at the time
of study design, progress reports from PositScience by BrainHQ were used for the novel arm and self-
reported use of BTA was used for the control arm.

Results
The participant �ow and demographics are listed below, followed by outcome results. Quotes are from
facilitator session reports and specify the intervention arm and session number.

Participant �ow

Figure 1 displays participant �ow throughout the study. There were one hundred individuals diagnosed
with HAND at the recruiting clinic since 1 January 2016, of which forty were diagnosed with the mild-to-
moderate form that comprised the study’s sampling frame.

Recruitment

From 1 April to 30 September 2018, a clinical psychologist from the recruiting site made three distinct
contact attempts to all participants in the sampling frame (n=40) at the phone number and email address
that they provided at their last clinic visit. These contacts brie�y detailed the study and eligibility criteria,
and asked participants whether they would like to be contacted by the research coordinator to schedule a
meeting to con�rm eligibility and review the consent form. Twelve people consented to participate, on the
lower end of our target sample. Since the sampling frame’s contact attempts had been exhausted and
some people had been waiting approximately four months for the trial to begin, the trial was initiated with
twelve participants on 1 October 2018 with the study sponsor generating the random assignment. Both
groups were held on Wednesdays, with the novel arm in the afternoon and the control arm in the evening.
Preintervention outcome assessments were conducted on 10 October 2018. Group series ran from 17
October 2018 to 12 December 2018. Postintervention outcomes were assessed on 19 December 2018
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and the 3-month follow-up was conducted on 19 March 2018. Participants received $20 Canadian
honourarium for each study visit, and light refreshments were provided for each group session.

Baseline data

Participants (n=12) all identi�ed as gay, cisgender males who had been diagnosed with mild-to-moderate
HAND. All participants also had a family doctor and an HIV specialist, were taking daily antiretroviral HIV
medication, and identi�ed prescription substance misuse. Refer to table 1 for further participant
characteristics.

Table 1: Participant characteristics

  Novel Arm n/Mean Control Arm n/Mean

Age 51.5 59.7 
 

Race    
Caucasian 5 4
Afrocaribbean/Black 1 0
Hispanic 0 2

Income source    
Employment 2 1
Disability support 4 4
Other (Pension, CPP) 0 1

Number of years living with HIV 19.3 19.33

CD4 at most recent visit 608 597 

Total number of non-HIV prescription medications 6.3  4 

Current Substance Use     
Alcohol  4  3
Tobacco  1  1  
Prescription substance misuse 6   6  
Other non-prescribed substance use 3  4

Current Axis I Diagnoses (Lifetime)    
Substance Related Disorder 1 2
Psychotic disorder (schizophrenia; schizoaffective disorder)
 

2 3

Mood disorder (MDD; bipolar disorder)
 

6 5

 

Numbers analyzed

Feasibility results are presented against a denominator of forty, which is the number of people that the
recruiting psychologist attempted to contact. For all other outcomes, the denominator is ten, the number
of participants who completed the study and all assessments.

Outcomes

The trial met its a priori targets for feasibility and �delity, and the novel arm’s CRGT model proved equal
or slightly better than the control’s mutual aid model on acceptability and all exploratory outcomes. The
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�delity measures also offered qualitative insight into the nuances of facilitating these interventions for
people aging with HIV and cognitive challenges.

Feasibility

Overall, 30% (n=12) of the sampling frame agreed to participate, completed the preintervention
assessment, and attended the �rst orientation session of their arm’s intervention. Two participants (one
from each arm) withdrew from the trial during the interventions, leaving 25% (n=10) of the sampling
frame that completed their arm’s group series and the �nal 3-month follow-up study visit.

Acceptability

On the standardized satisfaction scale at postintervention, the novel arm averaged 90% acceptability
compared to 85% in the control. Individual plots of acceptability scores can be found in Figure 2. Open-
ended acceptability responses were brief but positive in both arms, as participants stated that they felt
session and series length were appropriate, the facilitators were skilled and non- judgmental, and that the
groups’ activities were helpful.

Fidelity

Facilitators self-reported use of intervention components via checklists, and added additional qualitative
detail to support their claims. Two independent coders found that both arms were delivered with
satisfactory �delity. Details on each intervention component are provided below.

Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR)

The �rst component of the novel CRGT arm was mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR), which
follows a manual that closely details activities including body scans, meditations, and deep breathing
exercises. Each week’s prescribed MBSR components were endorsed by facilitators. An illustrative quote
of MBSR in practice in this study is:

Participants identi�ed body scans as making a big difference. They stated that they have felt so heavy
since receiving a HAND diagnosis and feeling unable to share this experience with others due to fears of
stigma. By focusing attention on their bodies in the present, they shift away from negative thoughts
about perceived discrimination and say they feel less anxious and agitated.     (CRGT novel arm, session
7)

Brain training activities (BTA)

The second component of the novel arm involved a peer facilitator leading discussion on progress and
challenges with tablet-based BTA, and time dedicated to practice with the activities. The facilitator stated
that all sessions sustained this plan, and that participants stated that, through repeated practice, speed-
of-processing and memory recall events in their daily lives appeared to become easier. The facilitator
identi�ed that the group setting was facilitative of BTA practice:
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The group had frequent conversations about navigating feelings of frustration when they don’t perform
well on a brain training activity. Members shared strategies such as taking a break, switching to a brain
training activity that felt easier for a while to bolster con�dence, and taking deep breaths and doing a
body scan. Members stated that group discussion of brain training activities kept them motivated to
continue practicing. (CRGT novel arm, session 5)

Mutual aid group therapy

Mutual aid involves a structured check-in and check-out process to each session, with facilitators
providing consistent therapeutic skills such as active listening, re�ecting feelings, and presenting
similarities in participant experiences. These components were endorsed by facilitators and con�rmed by
the independent assessors. A quote from facilitator reports that sums up this group’s experience is as
follows:

Group members marvel at the new experience of being able to discuss cognitive challenges and HIV with
others experiencing similar issues, as they have never felt comfortable opening up about these topics
before. Members commented on the commonalities they have found in the group, and how much they
have learned from each other about coping with HAND. (Mutual aid control arm, session 8)

Exploratory outcomes

Figure 3 displays individual results of exploratory outcome assessments of anxiety, stress, coping, and
use of mindfulness activities at preintervention (T1), postintervention (T2), and 3-month follow-up (T3).
Anxiety decreased for all participants in the CRGT novel arm and for half of the mutual aid control,
although a change was not signi�cantly different between the two groups at T3 relative to T1 (p=0.17).
Stress decreased for approximately half of the participants in each arm, and this decrease was
signi�cantly greater in the novel arm compared to the control at T3 relative to T1 (p<0.01). Coping also
improved for about half of each group, with an insigni�cant difference between the novel arm and control
at T3 compared to T1 (p=0.75). Half of each group’s participants increased in use of mindfulness
activities with the novel arm’s increase being signi�cantly greater than the control’s at T3 compared to T1
(p=0.035). Based on usage data from PositScience by BrainHQ, the novel arm’s six participants sustained
over three hours of BTA practice per week for the 21-week duration of the study. The control arm’s six
participants self-reported BTA use of 1-3 hours per week during the study’s timeline.

Harms

There were no reported study-related harms.

Discussion
The principal �ndings of this pilot are that group therapy may be feasible and acceptable to people aging
with HIV and cognitive challenges and, further, that a complex intervention combining mindfulness and
brain training activities may be preferential to the standard mutual aid type of group support. Compared
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with other studies, a strength of this pilot was its use of an active comparator as mindfulness trials are
often limited by an inactive control45. Another strength was the study’s involvement of people aging with
HIV and community-based organizations as this community connection may enhance the pilot’s potential
for a full-scale trial following re�nement32.

Compared with other studies, the consistent practice of BTA and MBSR activities was unusually
sustained for a three-month follow-up. This may be attributable to the CRGT model of administering
these interventions together, in a group setting. BTA has been delivered as a predominantly individual
intervention25, whereby brain training software or activity books are given to people individually with the
expectation that they will practice in isolation46. This passive approach leads to high drop-off rates; while
completers receive the self-reported coping bene�t discussed above, upwards of half of a BTA trial’s
participants do not adhere to the training regimen as prescribed23-25. MBSR has stronger completion
rates, possibly due to its delivery in group settings where participants attend not solely for their own
therapy but also for the social connection inherent in support groups30. Yet, MBSR participants living with
mild-to-moderate dementia bemoan the intervention’s lack of practical resources to address their
cognitive de�cits28. Therefore, the novel CRGT arm blending the practical (e.g., BTA) and emotional (e.g.,
MBSR) may offer an intervention package that supports regular practice of these activities, enhancing
their potential to ameliorate the effects of cognitive impairment.

Limitations

This trial has several limitations. A small sample size limits outcome assessment and interpretation. This
small sample may be the result of limiting recruitment to a single site and/or a formal diagnosis of mild-
to-moderate HAND, which requires intensive neuropsychological screening. The lack of participant
blinding poses a risk to performance bias whereby participant responses may have been affected by
allocation to the novel or control arm. Assessing �delity from facilitator reports risks reporting bias, where
the facilitators may have exaggerated the groups’ progress. Recording sessions may be a more rigourous
measure of �delity. With MBSR and BTA both containing non-verbal exercises, video recording would be
preferential to audio although this population’s concerns regarding stigma and privacy related may make
them unduly uncomfortable with recorded sessions.

Applicability

Group therapy for people aging with HIV and cognitive challenges is a novel form of support for this
population, and may ease the burden of living with these comorbid challenges. This pilot found that a
complex group intervention that involved physical movement of MBSR, talk therapy, and online BTA use
with a tablet were all feasible and acceptable intervention components for participants. Requiring a
formal HAND diagnosis may limit eligibility too greatly, given the intensive screening requirements and
the lack of sites that offer screening. Broadening these intervention techniques to people aging with HIV
with cognitive challenges regardless of a formal HAND diagnosis may enhance the success of a larger
study.
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Interpretation

While the small sample requires that this trial’s positive results be interpreted with some caution, we
found no evidence of study-related harms. As MBSR and BTA have helped ameliorate the stress and
anxiety of cognitive decline in the general population with dementia, and given that their combination
here was feasible and acceptable to people aging with HIV, the continuation of this expansion of this
CRGT approach may be justi�ed for this population. A larger trial would require a more substantial
sampling frame, likely consisting of multiple sites. To feasibly implement a larger trial of this nature with
similar community connectedness, a pragmatic trial design such as a stepped wedge waitlist crossover
may be the ideal method since it would offer CRGT to all participants, eventually, while assessing
outcomes against a waitlisted control. Since this study was designed, measures such as the HIV
Disability Questionnaire47 and the Rotterdam Healthy Aging Score48 have emerged that may be more
suitable to outcome assessments in this population.

Conclusion
This pilot study presents results from the �rst known implementation of group therapy for people with
HAND, with a multifaceted evaluation and an active comparator. A larger trial is needed to determine the
effectiveness of group therapy for people aging with HIV and cognitive challenges.
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Figure 1

Participant �owchart
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Figure 2

Acceptability scores at midintervention and postintervention
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Figure 3

Exploratory outcomes at preintervention, postintervention, and 3-month follow-up
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